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ACCOUNTING FOR ECONOMIC

GROWTH: THE CASE OF NORWAY

By BELA BALASSA*

FOLLOW NC the pathbreaking contributions of Chenery (1960) and Chenory,
Shishido, and Watanabe (1962). several writers attemiipted to explain
economic growth in terms of the contributions of demand factors (domestic
demand and exports) and import substitution. In cases when total (as

compared to direct) measures were used in the calculations, technological
change or, more accurately, changes in iniput coefficients, was shown sepa-

rately as a source of economic growth.'
Apart from Desai (1969), who considered the conceptual relationship of

actual import substitution with an optimal situation, recent contributions to
the subject aimed at refining earlier work on the measurement of the

sources of growth. Morley and Smith (1970 and 1971) suggested redefining
import substitution to take account of inidirect imports in the form of
intermediate inputs used in the import substituting industries. Fane (1971)

proposed replacing estimation in discrete time by estimation in continuous
time, so as to provide a complete decomposition of economic growth and to
avoid interaction terms among its primary determinants. In another paper,

Fane (1973) suggested a way to establish consistency between disaggregated
and aggregate measures of import substitution. Finally, Frank, Kim and
Westphal (1975) used a chained measure of import substitution in combin-
ing results for individual subperiods.

This paper differs from earlier contributions in taking a theoretical model
of economic development and international trade as its point of departure.
It will make use of this model. originating in the work of Harry Johnson
(1959), in applying souirces of growvth analhsis to examine the effects of
policy changes in Norway during the period following the Second World
War. Calctilations will also be made with alternative nioclels that were used
by other csearchers.

* This paper has been prepared in the framework of a consultant arrang.cnient with the World
Bank but should not he construed to represlet t1he Bank's views. Thlc auLtho)r is in(ldehrte to
Jonathan Levy for very cominlctent assistance antd for the x%riling of the appendix. He also
wishes to thank Hollis (lienerv, Yuji Kuibo, (;raiam Pyatt, Moshe Syrquin and, in particular,
Larry Westphal, for comments on earlier versicols of the paper.

'This type of analysis contrasts with the .roduction function approach, which seeks to
explain economic growth in terms of changes in the anmount and the produtctivity or thc factors

of production.
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iection I provides a brief background on the Norwegian economy and on
the policies f.fllowved in the postwar period. Sections II and III describe the
mo(lels enlip0loV.d in the paper and the derivation of the direct and indirect
n easlures used in empirical estimation. In turn, Sections III and IV, respec-
tively, present aggregate estimates for Norway and discuss the disaggregated
results for the nmajor sectors of the economy and for individual industries.
Finallv, Section V brielly summarizes the conclusions of the paper, and it
makes a coniparison with results ohtained for Japan.

In an earlier paper (1970), the author drew attention to the contrast
between the inward3-looking strategies followed by scmii-industrial countries
in Latin America (Argentina and Chile) and in Eastern Europe (Czechos-
lovakia and llunearv) on the one hand, and the outward-looking strategies
applied in two Western European countries. Denmark and Norway, on the
other. In a separate paper ('1969), the case of Norway was examined in sorne
detail.

In the earl1 postwar p)eriod, Norway exhibited the characteristic Features
of a enmi-industrial couintrNi. Its exports were largely dominated by primary
produlcts sol(i in raw an(3 in simplv processed form. Manufactured goods,
defined in a narrower sense to excludel intermedliate products at lower levels
of transformation, accounted for less than one-tenth of exports, and onlly 3
percent of the output of the manufacturing sector was exported (Balassa,
1969, pp. 346-48).

The share of mantif,tcturing thus (lefinec(I in the gross national product Nvas

much lowver in Norway (15 percent) than in the mliajor ELuropeanl industrial
nations (27 to 28 percent). Principal manufi,cturing activities included
consumner goods industries established behind moderate protection to cater
to domestic nieedls, the manu111facture of wood and cork products benlefiting
from the availability of chelap raw material, and engineering industries
.peciali-ihig in the production of machinery tised for the processing of
dlonlestic nmaterials and(i in shipbuilding.

(iNen the linitations of its fishlinlg. forestry, and mining resources, the
continuation of this pattern of speciali7ation would not have priovi(led
sufficieit impettus for rapid ecoiioinic growth in Norway duriniSg the pot-war
period, so that there Was neeCd to expand the manufacturing sector. Possible
pol icy choicets itl tludedl adopting an. inwvard-1ook inlg strategy orienlted to-
ward'3 import vulbstitlltion lbehlind( high protective barricr-s as was done in a
number of Latin American and Asian coUntries or puirsuing an outward-
lookino strategy iaimnedJ at export expansion. The decision wvas ma(le for the
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latter, with policy measures taken to stimulate exports and to increase
foreign competition in domestic markets.

The adoption of realistic exchange rates and duty rebates on imported
inputs used in export productiorn, together with the elimination of quantita-
tive import restrictiorns and reductions in tariffs, served these objectives.
Tariffs on non-agricultural produets were reduced to levels much below
those in semi-industrial countries of Latin America and Asia2 and were even
lower than in the major industrial countries. In 1954, tariffs on manufac-
tured goods averaged 8 percent in Norway and the average effective rate of
protection was also 8 percent as compared to 12 and 20 percent in the
United States, 16 and 18 percent in the United Kingdom, and 12 and 18
percent in t.he European Commorn Market. Only Sweden had comrnarable
protection levels, with tariffs averaging 7 percent and effective rates of
protection 12 percent (Balassa, 1965, p. 588).

Subsequently, Norway became one of the founding members of theK
European Free Trade Association, established in 1960. Other member
countries were Austria, Denmark, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and the
United Kingdom, with Finland joining at a later date. TariffF on intra EFTA
trade in non-agricultural products were eliminated by the end of 1966. In
turn, following the entry of the United Kingdom and Denmark into the
Common Market, Norway signed an association agreement with the EEC
that entails free trade in practically all manufactured products.

The process of industrial transformation in Norway during the postwar
period thus took place in the framework of an open economy, and Nor-
wegian firms had to meet the test of the world market at home as well as
abroad. Apart from stimulating merchandise exports, the maintenance of
realistic exchange rates and the lack of foreign cxlchange restrictions also
benefited service exports, consisting primarily of shipping.

This paper will investigate the effects of the policies applied in Norway on
import substitution and exports, and hence on economic growth, during the
period before and after the establishment of the European Free Trade
AsFociation (1953-61 and 1961-69). This will involve comparing observed
magnitudes with hypothetical results derivled under the assumption that
rclationships among the relevant variables v'ould lhave remained unchanged
in the absence of policy changes. The comparisons will be made by the use
of alternative models.

The dala used in this study have been expressed in terms of constant
prices. H4owever, as noted below, Laspe'Tcs and Paasche indices have been
used to indicate the sensitivity of the results to the choice of the base year.

- In the mid-sixiis. averages of nominal and effective proteXclion were 96 and 113 percent in
Brazil. 111 and 1.82 percent in Chile, 24 and 26 percent in Mexico, 85 and 271 percent in
Pakistan, and 25 and 61 percent in the Philippines. iBala,,a, 1971, p. 54).
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II

Harry Johnson (1959) explains changes in imports in a growing economny
in terms of pro- and anti-trade biases in production and in consumption,
when "neutral growth" is defined as a situation when the production and/or
consurmiption of import ` 's is growing at t1- same rate as the national
product. The growth o) 1 ,roduction will be anti (pro)-trade biased and
positive (negative) import substitution in lpro(duction will occtur, if the
supply of importables is growing more (less) rapidlly than the national
product. In turn, the growth of consumption will be anti (pro)-trade biased,
and positive (negative) import substitution in consumption will occur, if the
demand for importables is rising less (more) rapidly th,an the national
pro(luct. In combining these biases, we obtain total anti-trade bias (positive
import substitution) or pro-trade bias (negative import substitution) in
production and consumption combined.

While Johnson's model has been formulated in a two-commoditv
framcvork, it can be readily extended to a multi-commodity context. In the
following, the relevant formulas will be derived for import-substituting
industry i, when the national prodluct is (lenotedl by Y, production for
domestic use by S. consumption by 1), irlports by M; growth rates are
shown by small letters.

For purposes of estimating import substitution, hypothetical imports are
dlefinedl as M* in the case of neutral growvth in production with coistmnmption
at observed levels, Al I* in the case of neutral growth in consumption with
production at ohserved levels, and !fIM in the case of neutral growth in both
production aimd consumption. In a two-period model, equations (1) and (2)
show actual imports while equations (3) to (5) indicate hyp)othetica;l imports
derived under the alternative dcfinitions.

to, FI)~,,- S (1)

Mi -9, D., -- Si I 4 cli ) Di,,' 1 tSi~ )ks.. I + 171i )M., , (z)

x here M i) 4 D , -(1 - s, )Sl-

jf* (1 + td)Dj(( -( I + y)S50, (3)

M** (1 + y)D1 i, (1 + s,)S,1  (4)

It + y) t Di,, I(l + v),S,I( + y) ,, (5)

Next, equationis (6) to (8) show the extenlt of anti-trade bias (import
substitUtion) in production, in conisumnption. and in production and con-
sLimption cormihine(l.
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M,j '- Mit =1 t +ssi. )- (I + Y)Ai.= (s, - y )Si. (6)

A,j**-Mj, =0 + y)D,. -(1 +,,I)D,,, (y -d)Di,, (7)

Mli, Mi, = [01 + y)(Djj} -- ( l+ Y )St .. [( + 4,)Di - (1 + s,)Si.]

(i+y).- (I +my)m', (y - m,)M4. (8)

Rearraniging t. rms, the relationship of the three formulas is indicated in
equation (9), where total anti-trade bias (import substitution) is the sum of
anti-trade bias in production and in consumption. Utilizing Johnson's ter-
minologv. (si -y)S,,, will indicate the producticn effects and (y-d,)Di 0 the
consumption effects of economic growth on import substitution in industry i.

R. i mit = (WI- mit'+ (W _- mi,)

=C(Resj)S,. -0 +y)Sj-[( fl+y)Di,} -- (l +d)Di.]

-(si-y)&S1 +(y- i4)Dj (9)

This formulation of the import substitution term contrasts with that widely
used in the literature (Lewis and Soligo 1965; Desai, 1969; Morley and
Smith, 1970 and 1971; Fane. 1971 and 1973; and Frank, Kim, and
Westphal, 1975) where, following the first paper by Cheriery (1960), import
substitution was defined in terms of changes in the share of imports in the
domestic consumption of the products of a padticular industry. A decrease
(increase) in tlhis share, associated with increases in the industry's production
exceeding (falling short of) that of consumption, would accordingly repres-
ent positive (negative) import substitution. Under the share method then,
import substitution is defined as (d, - mi)M,,,, and the difference between the
formulations of import substitution derived from Johnson's approach and
under the share method equals (y - d,)Mi,,.

The share method thus takes a constant share of imports in individual
industries as the norm and neglects the chaniges in the sectoral composition
of production and consurnption. Thus, if production in an industry rose
more rapidly than consumnption, the existence of import substitution would
be shown under the share nmethlod even thouLgh the indLustry's production
grew less rapidlly than natioInal income.

By contrast, in defining import substitution in terms of deviations of the
growth rates of the industry's production and consumption from the growth
rate of the national product, the method based on Johnson's approach takes
changes in domestic produiction and consumption as its point of reference.
Non-neutrality in production, accompanied by neutral changes in consump-
tion, will giva rise to production effects while non-nCeLtral changes in
consumption, accompanied by neutral changes in production. will give rise
to consumption effects.
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Under the Johnson approach, then, changes in production and consunlp-
tion in a particular industry are taken to be independent and the full effects
of non-neutral changes in production and consumption wVill hear on imports.
This is analogous to the treatment of "fully ti.ded" goods in project
evaluation, in the case of which increases in production resultilng from the
implementation of a new investment project lead to lower imports without
affecting domestic consumption whereas increascs in consulniption result in
higher imports without affecting domestic production (Joslhi. 1972).

Some furtlher advantages of Johnson's approach over the share mlethodl
should be noted. To begin with, the estimates of import substitution are
invariant with the level of aggreg,ation that is not the case under the share
method. Also, in contradistinction with the share method, there is no
interaction term as between the contributions of domestic dlemand and
import substitution to the increment of the sector's output." Finally, the
Johnson approach permits us to consider the effects of incentives on the
interindustry structure of production by decomposing import substituition
into production and consumption effects.

The next question concerns the choice of an appropriate norm for exports.
Taking the exports of the initial year as the norm in calculating their
contribution to the growth of output assunmes that exports woul(i not hlave
risen in the absence of policy changes. This assumption, used witlhouit any
explicit justification in studies on Pakistan (Lewis and Soligo, l()65, Fanc.
1971), Brazil (MNorley and Smith, 1971), and Korea (Frank, Kim, and
Westphal, 1975). may find relevance to Norway. For one thing, as noted
before, limitations of natural resources impinged on the growth of primary
exports. For another thing. policy changes were necessary in order to
increase manufactured exports that were small at the bueginnin,g of the
period.

We may now decompose increases in output (x,Xi,,) in terms of the
contributions of domestic demand, import substitution, and exports. As
noted above, the contribution of import substitution is measured as the
difference between hypothetical (yM,,) and actual (niMi,,) increments in
imports. In turn, the contribution of (lomestic demand is estimated by
deducting. the hypothetical import-increncint (vlf,,) from the actual increase
in domestic demland( (d1D1 ,,). Finally, the contribUtion of exports is taken to
be e,E,,,. There is thus direct comparability between the domestic dleand
and the export contributions to the increnment in output.

The share method, too, has been used to LecoCMpose increas.es in outiput.

The result assumes that domestic prices celual marginal cost in donluNtIc industries;
proteclion takes the form of taritTs; and imports are available at a constant world market price.
These assumptions are by-and-large fulfilled in Norway.

4 However, there are interaction terms in the decompowition of the sector's output growth
between changes in sectoral shares and in national incoine.
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In thvi wv%ork of the authors cited above, the contributions of domestic
den,and.. import substitution, and exports have been defined as (d,D10 -

<1., -l tn,Mj,), and Pji,,. The difference in the two methods, then,
lies in measuring the contributions of domestic demand and import substitu-
IIt il.

Xn alternative hypothesis involves the assumption that, in the absence of
p'li."; ha'it;p'l e\ports would have growni at the sarne rate as the national
prohiu-1. 'This is the assumption matde by Johnson in his two-commodity
model., that inCl1U1l-,s an exportable and an importable. In Johnson's mo(del.

e1viz:tiits olbtains if the production ard the consumption of both the
.rt;rll,e and the iniportahle, and hence exports and imports, grow at

ti Wl 1.It'CS.

In setting out to explain the sources of economiic growth, Chenery,
ShiShido,. nl Watanabe (1962) deriv ed hypothetical values under the
.e.>iptiol that exports and imports in individual industries, and hence the
n1ldustrv's output, grew at the same rate as domestic aggregate demand (for

slii } prcop()tiontate growth).' Correspondingly, these authors decomposed
deviations from proportionate growth in output levels for individual indus-
trie'-. in terms of desiat ionns from proportionate growtxh in domestic demand,
exports, anid imports.

In this study, three models have been used to indicate the contribution of
if I", and import subsiitution to cha'n es (deviations) in output. Models I

and 11 ihcwompose absolute increments in output and dctermine the con-
Lribuition of cxports to the growth of output by taking hypothetical exports
to etial the e\ports of the base period. At the same time, they differ in that
ipe)ort sLUbNtitutiOn1 is measured by the use of the share method in Model I
and bv e.-mploying the Johnson approach in Model II.

A simiple algebraic presentation of the two models is given below,
to!,:thie witlh the Chenerv, Shishido, and Watanabe approach that has been
dtk"iiŽnattC Nlodel III. In all three models, the domestic demand, export, and
import .nbstiintuion terms have been expressed as the difference between
acti.il 'Ind norm (hypotheticall values. In the equations, domestic output (X)
(luak. the sum of production for domestic use (S) and exports (E), and

.i hls w ll as normii values have been expressed as differences from base
, v' .du1 s.t
VA n ted earlier, MNodels I and II decompose increments in output while

und,.'.- Niitdel III d\eviations from proportionate growth are calculated.
12en iv, Shki1do, and Watanabe have also compared the sum of the

tlv..;\tute 'alm of these deviations in doomestic deemand, imports, and exports

lt make-, no ;hdleremice for the results 'vhelher we usedl dlomestic aggregate demand or the
dnattnol prodiuct as a norm as long as thev grow at the same rate. For comnparahilitN, we have

t. dCh (elnerv, Shi,hidLIO and Watanabe in usitng agiregate (dcinand norms.
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frn port
('Changes (de.ialis I D)o,ltnesric substitutiont

in output demand effect Export effect effect

Actual Nortm Actual Nonr Actual Normt Norm Actual

Model I x\,,, -() (<D, -d.f,, + (ej,E,,-= + ±tAd i m,M ,IT.)

(I ))
Model II x,X,, -( (X1 1), vk,,, + (e,F,, 0) ±l (tVMI,n nt,xAf )

Model Ill x1iX., vX,,, (dI), vD).,( I e,, yE;,) + IW
(12)

on the national economy level, (1G62, p. 113). Such a calculation is of
limited usefulness, however, since the results (lepend on the ciegree of
aggregation. In the present study, we hiave compared instead net deviations
from proportionality in exports and in import substitLution to the absolute
increment in output. Further comparisons have been made bet\veen actual
and hypothetical exports and imports, with hypothetical values being de-
rived on the assumption that exports and imports giew in proportion with
the national product.'

Thus far, we have conformed to the theoretical models of internaltional
trade that are formulated in terms of final goods to the exclusion of trade in
intermediate products. Next, we admit the existence of internmediate pro-
ducts, whic', can be prodluced domestically or imported. Initernmediate pro-
ducts may be treated as if they were final products by decomposing changes
(increments) in an industry's output, irrespective of whether it is destined for
final or for intermediate uses (direct method). Alternatively, we may trace
back the intermediate product requirements of the various components of
final demand and imports by the use of the inverse of the I ontief matrix
(total method).

Both of these methods have their uses. Results obtained by applying the
direct method can be interpreted to indicate the effects ot the systetnl of
incentives on exports and on import substitution in individual industries. In
turn, the total miethod permits measuring the output contriblution of changes
in input-output coefficients, w hich has been customarily ecquated to tech-
nological change. Finally, dilfcrences in the results obtained by the use of
the direct and the total method show the extent of indireect (ldneand for an
industry's products.7

'Similar calculations have been made for domestic demianid, but it should be understood that
deviations would sum to zero if aggregate demandi and the national prodluct were groming at the
same rate.

'Note further that tinder the direct method one overestiniates the contribution of doomestic
demand to increases in output by includiing all intermediate uses under this heading although
some of them are related to exports or import substitution.
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In previous uses (f the direct nTtlhokd, the same norms were used for an
industry, irrespective of whether its products were destined for final or for
intermediate uses. While this calculation permits decomposinig import sub-
stitution into production and consumption effects in a consistent manner,
using separate norms for final and for intermediate denmand allows separat-
ing imnort siAbstilutiOll in final and in intermlie(liate products. As both of
these comparisons are of interest. si:miates bnas1ed oni the direct miiethod have
been made blV using aggregate total dieman(i as the norm for both final and
internmediate use.s (Alterrnatie A) as well as by using aggregate final dlemand
and aggregate iniernmediate demnaznd as norins for final and for internmediate
uses, res'p.ctivelN (Alternative 13).

Aegregate final demanid will be the appropriate norm for calculations
made under the total irmethotd. Thle aplication of the total method further
necessitates setting norms to estimate the effects of changes in input-output
cocticienits. (Chenerv, Shishido. and Watanabe (1962) used total (domestic
plus imnportedi input-output coefficients for this purpose. Since, however, we
are attempting to explain changes in tdonmestic output, a more appropriate
procedure is to tuse domes'tic input-otutput coefficients.8 In the present study,
this has been done with regard to all three mlo(dels.

A further quIestion concerns the choice of the base year for the calcula-
tions. We have regarded this choice as an indlex nunuber problem and made
calculations for the two siliperiods using both I aspeyres and Paasche indices,
thus -hracketing'' possible saluies by the tise of the two index number
formulas.'9 For the entire period, we have derived chained measures by
combining the Laspeyres, as well as the Paasche, results for the two
subperioils."' This solution has been chosen since the use of Laspeyres or
Paasche ind(lices for the period as a wvhole \%ould have nmcant taking un-
changed product composition as a norm for a period of sixteen years.

UTnder the direct nmethod, the cholice of the base year pertains to the
sectoral composition of doomestic conminmption of production, and hence
imnports, that is use(d toez clculate hypothetical values for making comparisons
with actual valmies. ITUtder- the total nmethodl a base year needs to be
established alst) for meiasuiring changes in iniplut-outplut coefficients (tech-
nological change). ('Omisistency reqlired using data on the sectoral composi-
tion of consutmption, production, and impilrorts as well as on inptut-cutput
coefficienlts in the first vear as the base for calculations with the Laspcyres
formtlai and data on sectoral comiipositioin and on ocatput coefficients in the
terminal year as the base for calcula;tionis with the P'aasche formiiula.

'This alternative was si' tl to the author bv I arry Westphal.
'This olution has been considered preferable to &i%sumine a (consiaml rate of growth for all

variables b'Ctween benchmark vears t I.rne, ICt that is neccssarilv arbitrary.
,(,'The ehai-4ed measure was also ernphwed by Frank, Kim, and Westphal (1975) but these

,iuthor, used a b aspevrLs index only.
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IV

Table 1 shows the percentage decomposition of the aggregaite eQtimates
for Model II that is our preferred alternative. The table shows results
obtained by the use of the Laspeyres and Paasclhe formulas for the 1953-61
and 1961-69 subperiods as well as the chained results for the entire period.
In the following, we will first discuss the estimates obtaine(d under the dlirect
method and will come to the total method results afterwards.

The direct method results point to the important role played by exports in
economic growth following the adoption of outward-looking policies in
Norway. For the 1953-69 period, increases irn exports accounted for 31
percent of the increment in output."t Within this period, the contribuition of
exports to the growth of output increased following Norway's entry into the
European Free Trade Association. This contribution was 28 percent be-
tween 1953 and 1961 and 34 percent between 1961 and 1969.

The contribution of import substitution to output growth was negative
throughout the entire period, and the results are practically idJentical in the
two subperiods. Import substitution was estimated at -126 and -87
percent of the increment in output in 1953-61 and at 1 L9 an(d -8-X2
percent in 1961-69, depentling on wlhether the L.aspeyres or the Paasche
foimulas are used. The Paasche results are lower in absolute terns as
expected.

Negative import substitution is consistent with an outward-looking policy
that leads to increases in exports and imports. At the same time, on the
national economy level, negative import substitution must be due to prod uc-
tion effects, since domestic aggregate denmandi is us-d as the niorm for
calculating consumption effects.12 Thus, the small absolu1te figulres showvi in
the table indicate the existence of differences between thic rate of growth of
domestic aggregate demand and that of the national proluct; i.e. differ-enices
between the rate of growth of exports and imports.

Replacing the total demand norm by final and intermediate denmadti
norms (Alternative B) hardly affects the results, with the diTferences be-
tween the two sets of estimates ranging between 0)2 and 0)6 perrcent. At the
same time, ne-ative import stubstitution is shown for both final and inter-
mediate products for the entiire period as well as for the two s-ubperiods.

Applying the total method enhlances the role of exports in explaining
increases in output, with their contribution to the growth of output being 37
percent in 1953-61 and 46 percent in 1961-69." Also, negative iniport

I The L.aspevres and the Paasche results are dlefininionally identical in this case.
'2 coniumption effects relate to all elements of doinesic aevregate demand (private and

public consumnption as well as investment).
" It should be recalled that under the direct method all intermediate uses airc *'1cluded under

the contribution of domestic demand.



TABIE I

Factors contributing to e' *totnuic growth in Norway: model lI

Contribution of
Change n Domestic demand contribution Export Itnport subtituirion toninhurioni changes in I- 0

iost,rJtIn penod Base Vear production Total Final Inter"tediate (c,ntrinlwiin Total coefficients
%lill,on kroner % % ° %

Jirect Method

Alternative A Production Consumption
1953-1961 1953 21862 84-9 -- 7- 7-8 --12-6 -15-6 2-9 -
195.3-1961 1961 21882 81-0 ( ) 27-8 8-7 --10-8 2-0 -
1961-1969 1961 34682 78-3 33-6 -11-9 -11-9 0-0 -
1961- 1969 1969 34682 74-6 - 33-6 -8-2 -8-2 0-0 -
1953-1(69' 1953 56564 80-9 -31-3 -12-2 -13-3 1-1 - b W
1953-1'Jh9 ; 1969 56564 77-1 31-3 -8-4 -9-2 0-8 -

Alternative B Final Inter-mediate
19i.3-1961 1953 21882 84-3 46-2 38-1 27-8 -12-0) --90 -3-0 - z
I9;3- 1961 1961 21882 80.7 43-6 37-1 27-8 -8-5 --6-5 -2-0 - >
1961- I 96') 1961 34682 78-1 42-2 36-0 33-6 -11-7 -4-9 -6-8 -
1961-1969 1969 34682 74-4 40-7 33-7 33-6 -8-0 -3-4 -4-5 -
1953-1969' 1953 56564 80-5 43-7 36-8 31-3 -11-8 -6-5 -5-3 -
1953-1969' 1969 56564 76-9 41-8 35-0 31-3 -8-2 -4-6 -3-5 -

Toial mLthod
19;3-1961 1Q53 21882 57-6 - - 36-8 -20-7 -14-2 --6-5 16-3
1953-1961 1961 21882 64-6 - - 36-8 -14-0 -10-2 -3-8 12-6
1961-1969 1961 34682 62-1 - - 46-6 -17-0 -8-4 -8-6 8-3
1961-1969 1969 34682 60-1 - - 45-5 -10-9 -5-7 --5-3 5-4
1953-1969' 1953 56564 64-2 - - 42-8 -18-4 -10-6 -7-8 11-4
1953-1969' 1969 56564 61-8 - - 42-1 -12-1 -7-4 -4-7 8-2

'Chained results of periods 1953-61 and 1961-69.
Note: T-he transfer', sector was deleted from the input-output data base before performing the calculaions for this and the following 3 tables, as explained in the text of this paper.

LAe
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substitution in both final and intermediate products is about one-half greater
under the total mnethod than under the direct method. The resuXts are
explained by the fact that the total method ;counts foi tILe ind:lirect
contribution of exports and import substitution through demand for
domestically-produced intermediate products.

Changes in input-output coefficients are a further contributing factor to
the growth of output under the total method. The results show a contribu-
tion of 13-16 percent in 1953-61 and 5-8 percent in 1961-69; in both
cases, the first figure refers to the Paasche and the second to the Laspeyres
results. Thus, one tends to over (under) estimate the contribution of changes
in input-output coefficients using the data of the first (last) year as weights.

The measured positive contribution of changes in input-output coefficients
to the growth of output may reflect the influence of a variety of factors,
including savings in factor inputs relative to savings in material inputs,
changes in product composition as well as changes in the degree of vertical
integration on the firm level. Further research would be necessary however,
to separate th- effects of these changes.

In Table 2, the results obtained by the use of Model II are compared to
those derived with Models I and III. The table shows the estimates derived
under the first method utilizing Alternative B only. As we have seen,
Alternatives A and B gave practically identical results under Model IJ; the
same conclusion applies to Models I and III.

The estimates for the period 1953-69 derived by using the direct method
differ little as between Models I and II. And even these small differences
practically disappear when we use the total method. Correspondingly,
further comparisons will be limited to Models II and III.

While in Model II we explain changes in domestic output in terms of
changes in domestic demand, exports, and import substitution, in Model III
deviations in output levels from proportionate growth are decomposed in
terms of deviations from proportionate growth in domestic demand, exports,
and imports. These estimates have in turn been related to the absolute
increment in output as noted above.

The importance of the contribution of exports is apparent in the Model III
results, even t'hough exports are now measured in terms of deviation from
proportional growth rather than as an absolute increment. The estimates
derixed by the use of this model thus confirm our conclusions on the role of
exports in the growth process in Norway. This result, as well as the existi nce
of negative import substitution,1 4 has been the effect of the outward-looking
policy adopted by Norway described earlier.

"4 The numerical results for imnport substitution in final demand are identic-", since this has
been defined in the same way in Models II and III. This is not the case for jrs rmediatc demand
for which different norms have been used under Model II (aggregate inte-liediate dceinand } and
Model III (final demand).



TABLE 2
Factors contributing to economic growth in Norway, growth contributions: models I, II, and III"

Contribution
of changes in

Base Domestic demand contribution Export Import substitution contribution input-output

Year Total Final Intermediate Total contribution Total Final Intermediate coefficients

Direct Method Alternative B 11

Model I 1953 100-0 42-7 34-4 77-2 31-3 --8-5 -5-5 -3-0 -

1969 100-0 41-8 33-5 75-3 31-3 -6-6 -4-6 -2-0 -
Average 100-0 42-3 33-9 76-3 31-3 -7-5 -5-1 -2-5 -

Model II 1953 100-0 43-7 36-8 80-5 31-3 -11-8 -6-5 -5-3 -
1969 100-0 41-8 35-0 76-9 31-3 -8-2 -4-6 -3-5 - t
Average 100-0 42-8 35-9 78-7 31-3 -10-0 -5-6 -4-4 -

Model III 1953 10-7 -0-6 10-6 9-9 15-5 -14-8 -6-5 -8-3 - c,,

1969 7-7 -0-4 7-5 7-1 11-0 -10-5 -4-6 -5-9 -

Average 9-2 -0-5 9-1 8-6 13-3 -12-7 -5-6 -7-1 -

Total Method

Model I 1953 100-0 - - 62-7 42-8 -16-9 -9-1 -7-8 11-4
1969 100-0 - - 61-8 42-1 -12-1 -7-4 -4-7 8-2
Average 100-0 - - 62-3 42-4 -14-5 -8-2 -6-2 9-8

Model II 1953 100-0 - - 64-2 42-8 -18-4 -10-6 -7-8 11-4
1969 100-0 - - 61-8 42-1 -12-1 -7-4 -4-7 8-2
Average 100-0 - - 63-0 42-4 -15-3 -9-0 --6-2 9-8

Model III 1953 10-7 - - -2-9 20-6 -18-4 -10-6 -7-8 11-4
1969 7-7 - - -2-7 14-3 -12-1 -7-4 -4-7 8-2
Average 9-2 - - -2-8 17-4 -15-2 -9-0 -6-2 9-8

Chained results of periods 1953-61 and 1961-69, arithmetic average of Laspeyres and Paasche indices. 4
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Under the direct method, Model III results can be expressed alternativelly
in terms of annual rates of growth. Now, the growth contribution of exports
is indicated by the fact that, in both subperiods, exports grew at a higher
rate than the gross national product. The relevant growth rates are 6-9 and
3-7 percent in 1953-61 and 9-5 and 4 8 percent in 1961-69. In turn,
imports grew at average annual rates of 7-3 and 9 2 percent in the two
subperiods, respectively, indicating the existence of negative inmport sub-
stitution. For the period as a whole, actual exports increased by 10-7 billion
kroner as against a hypothetical increase of 3-5 billion had exports grow% n at
the same rate as GNP; the corresponding results are 15 2 and 6-4 billion
kroner for imports.

The contribution of exports and that of (negative) import substitution is
enhanced by using the total method, which takes account of the demand for
intermediate products in producing final goods. At the same time, the
differences between the total and the direct method results are somewhat
smaller in Model III than in Model II. In turn, the relative contribution of
import substitution and changes in input-output coefficients are of similar
magnitude under the two models.

V

Thus far we have considered estimates of the sources of growth in Norxval
at the national economy level. Further interest attaches to the d3econmposi-
tion of the aggragate estimates. DisaggJregated estimates have been made for
five sectors, including agriculture, mining, food, beverages, and tobacco.
manufacturing, and services, as well as for individnal induistries within the
last three sectors for which detailed data are available. Combined results for
the primary activities (agriculture and mining) are also reported.

Tables 3 and 4 provide the relevant estimates for the period 1953-69,
derived by the use of Model II, under both the direct and the total methodls.
The tables show the arithmetical average of chained results for the two
subperiods using initial as well as terminal years as the base.

The estimates of Table 3 indicate that increases in exports made the
largest contribution to the growth of output in miining (65 percent), followed
by manufacturing, (43 percent), services (28 percent), and food, beverageS
and tobacco (14 percent)- their contribuition wvas slightly negative ( -3
percent) in agriculture. In turn, negative import substitultion is slhowni in
mining (-95 percent). manufactuirinig (25 percent). and food, beverages.
and tobacco (-7 percent), whille import suibstitution was positive (+ 13
percent) in agriculture and negligilble in services (* 1 percent).

The results for the manufacturing sector point to the success of outward-
looking policies. Separating production and consumption effects, we further



TABLE 3

Factors contributing to economic growth in Norway: sectoral results-direct method"'

Change in Domestic demand Export Import substitution contribution

production contribution contribution 'rotal Production Consumption

million kroner % % % % %

Agriculture 2180 89-5 -2-8 13-3 -110-3 123-6
Mining 507 130-0 64-5 -94-5 -3-1 -91-4

Primary products 2688 97-1 9-9 -7-1 -90-0 83-0
Food 3546 86-8 15-4 -2-2 -27-8 25-6
Beverages 412 128-1 1-0 -29-1 -63-2 34-1
Tobacco 54 238-3 16-6 -154-6 -690-4 535-6

Food, bev., tobacco 4014 93-1 14-0 -7-1 -40-5 33-5
Textiles 352 41-7 68-1 -9-7 -189-2 179-5
Footwear & wvearing apparel 259 344-1 25-1 -269-2 -405-2 136-0
Wood & cork products 1649 111-2 7-6 -18-8 4-0 -22-7 a

Paper & paper products 2119 69-6 48-1 -17-7 2-6 -20-2 W
Printing & publishing 744 102-6 8-7 -11-3 -30-8 19-5
Leather & leather products 2 -833-1 1954-5 -1021-5 -5384-3 4362-8 X

Rubber products 205 143-6 36-6 -80-2 -7-2 -73-0 >

Chemicals & chemical products 3910 93-7 42-7 -36-4 19-4 -55-8
Nonmetallic mineral preducts 738 87-0 21-2 -8-2 1-3 -9-5
Basic metal industry 3620 18-2 90-2 -8-4 -8-0 -0-4
Metal products except elec. mach. 5032 55-0 29-6 -14-6 7-3 -22-0
Electrical machinery 1340 92-2 31-9 -24-1 11-1 -35-2
Miscellaneous manufactures 773 155-5 28-7 -84-1 30-1 -114-2

Manufacturing 20749 82-3 42-7 -25-0 -3-6 -21-4
Construction 3664 99-7 0-3 0-0 -42-9 42-9
Electricity, gas & water 2007 95-3 3-1 1-6 41-9 -40-4
Trade 7417 95-1 5-7 -0-7 2-0 -2-7
Banking & insurance 794 83-4 4-8 11-8 -0-2 12-1
Real estate 1589 100-0 0-0 0-0 -6-9 6-9
Transportation a communication 9563 23-4 76-8 -0-3 -2-3 2-0
Other services 4077 101-7 3-3 -5-0 -15-9 10-9

Services 29112 73-0 27-5 -0-5 -5-4 4-8 '

All sectors 56564 79-0 31-3 -10-3 -11-2 1-0

"Model IJ, Alternative A, chained results of periods 1953-61 and 1961-69, arithmetic average of Laspeyres and Paasche indices.



TABLE 4
Factors contribution to economic growth in Norway: sectoral results-total method

1

Changes in
Change in Domestic demand Export Import substitution contribution Input-output
production contribution contribution Total Final Intermediate coefficients

tnillion kroner % % % % % %

Agriculture 2180 70-6 37-0 -11-8 -3-2 -8-6 4-2
Mining 507 23-2 96-7 -51-9 -6-3 -45-6 32-0

Primary products 2688 61-7 48-3 -19-4 -3-8 -15-6 9-5
Food 3546 53-4 21-5 -5-3 -2-2 -3-2 30-5 >Beverages 412 140-v 2-4 -34-7 -38-3 3-7 -8-4
Tobacco 54 246-3 16-7 -162-0 -161-8 -0-2 -1-0 n

0Food, bev., tobacco 4014 65-0 19-4 -10-5 -8-1 -2 4 2641 C
Textiles 352 100-2 84-5 -129-4 -68-8 -60-6 44-7 ZFootwear & wearing apparel 259 354-9 28-0 -288-4 -285-5 -3-0 5-6 zWood and cork products 1649 95-S 15-2 -24-4 -15-9 -2-5 13-7 0Paper & paper prodtirit 2119 31-0 73-6 -30-8 -8-1 -22-7 26-1
Printing & pubiishing 744 107-5 30-0 -21-4 -16-2 -5-2 -16-1
Leather and leather products 2 3768-6 2156-0 -3481-9 -3324-5 -157-3 -2342-7 mRubber products 205 130-9 43-6 -92-3 -75-8 -16-5 17-9 i
Cliemicals & chemical products 391(0 40-8 57-4 -36-4 -11-6 -24-8 38-2 Z

0Nonmetallic mineral products 738 48-5 28-1 -13-2 -4-7 -8-5 36-7
Basic metal industry - 3620 9-1 99-5 0-8 -0-8 1-6 -9-7
Metal products except elec. mach. 5032 71-3 36-5 -20-7 -14-0 -6-7 13-0
Electrical machinery 1340 68-8 35-9 -23-9 -13-1 -10-8 19-2
Miscellaneous manufactures 773 111-8 33-5 -88-1 -70-4 -17-7 42-8

Manufacturing 21)748 59-4 53-8 -30-0 -17-9 -12-1 16-7
Construction 3664 99-7 0-4 -0-1 -0-1 -0-0 0-1
Electricity, gas & water 2007 49-7 27-4 -0-7 -0-7 -0-0 23-6
Trade 7417 88-3 24-1 -17-6 -11-6 -5-9 5-2
Banking & insurance 794 94-0 17-8 9-5 -1-5 11-0 -21-2
Real estate 1589 51-4 5-8 -1-8 -1-2 -0-6 4-6
Transportation & communication 9563 19-8 82-8 -2-5 -1-5 -1-0 -0-2
Other services 4077 92-6 5-8 1-4 2-3 -0-9 0-2

Services 29112 65-5 36-9 -5-0 -3-3 -1-7 2-6
All sectors 56564 63-0 42-4 -15-3 -9-0 -6-2 9-8

Model II, chained results of periods 1953-61 and 1961-69, arithmetic average of I a;neyres and Paasche indices,
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find that production effects were negligible and consumption effects ac-
counted for almost the entire (negative) import substitution in this sector.
This means that production for domestic use in manufacturing nearly kept
up with the growth of the national product (more accurately, domestic
aggregate demand) but not with the domestic consumption of manufactured
goods that grew at a much faster rate.

Similar conclusions apply to the mining sector. Exports made a large
positive, and import s-ubstitution a large negative contribution to output
growth, and import substitution was almost entirely due to consumption
effects. These results reflect the rapid expansion of the exports of iron ore
and increased reliance on the imports of other minerals that are available in
limited supply in Norway.

In agriculture, increases in production as well as in consumption fell
substantially behind that of the national product. At the same time, positive
import substitution has been due to the continued protection of this sector,
while the adverse effects of protection and Norway's comparative disadvan-
tage in agriculture may explain the negative contribution of exports to
output growth.

On the whole, Norway also has a comparative disadvantage in food,
beverages, and tobacco. This explains that the contribution of exports to the
sector's output was small, although, processed fish and to a lesser extent,
cigarettes made a positive contribution. In turn, with the slow growth of
production in the sector, negative import substitution is shown on account of
production effects although this was nearly offset by positive consumption
effects due to the ralatively low rate of growth of consumption.

There, was practically no import substitution in the service sector, where
by the nature of the activities imports tend to be small. At the same time,
shipping made a large positive contribution to the sector's exports.

The industry breakdown of the results for the manufacturing sector
indicates Norway's comparative disadvantage in industries that rely to a
considerable extent on unskilled labor and its comparative advantage in
industries that intensively use skilled-labor. They further show Norway's
comparative advantage in energy-intensive industries that benefit from the
availability of hydro-electricity at a low cost, as well as in forest products
that are based on domestic natural resources.

Among individual industries, leather and leather products seem to be an
aberrant case, with very large percentages shown in all the columns. These
results are explained by the fact that the absolute increment in production-
the base of our calculations-was negligible while exports expanded and
production for home consumption declined. At the same time, exports were
limited to specialty products whereas the observed negative import sub-
stitution reflects Norway's comparative disadvantage in leather and in

7
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mass-produced leather goods. For one thing, the raw material, hides and
skins, is not available in substantial quantities in Norway; for anothnr. the pro-
cessing of leather and its simple transformation is intensive in lunskilled labor.

Norway also has a comparative disadvantage in textiles and in footwear
and wearing apparel that rely to a considerable extent on unlskilledt labor.
These industries exhibit large negative import substitutioil in prodluction.
which was partly mitigated by the fact that domestic consumption rose at a
lower rate than the national product. However, the expolts of NNynihetic
woven fabrics and special textile products (e.g. ski clothe'- and s.hoec)
expanded, accounting for a substantial proportion of the increase inl t -. tp,t

Apart from the aforementioned sectors, as well as printing and pulishing
where international trade is of little importance, domestic consurmntil nI ill ill

manufactured industries rose more rapidly than the natiornal prodtuct,
thereby giving rise to negative consumption effects. And while most of these
industries exhibited positive production effects as production for domesitlic
use also grew more rapidly than the national product, they all '}howed
negative import substitution for consumption and production -flects (oi-

bined.
Negative import substitution in the industries in queStion can b-le ,.:crL a.,

the result of trade liberalization which led to larger imports and to initiain-
dustry specialization in the form of the increased exchange of ditTcik i-i.|t
products (Balassa, 1966). At the same time, with the exception (of norn
metallic minerals, which in most part do not center internationi_ tr!dc.
exports accounted for at least one-fourth of the growth of output irn ail of
these industries.

Exports made the largest relative contribution to the growth of o)utiplu t I loI
percent) in basic metals, chiefly aluminum, pig iron, fcrroall'vs. and nillckl,
which are highly energy intensive. In the chemicals ind3ustry whiclh had an
overall export contribution of 43 percent, the production of fertiliyers, too,
benefited from low energy costs. But expansion occurred also in other
chemical derivatives, in particular plastics, indicating the increasel d nersifl-
cation of Norwegian industry.

In turn, an export contribution of 48 percent in paper and l : per produCts

reflects Norway's comparative advantage in forest pro(dtucts. 1-inally. thlt
contribution of exports to output growth was 37 perc-2nt in ruibbeh 1ruliuctt.
32 percent in electrical machinery, 30 percent in metal products otli-L- than
electrical machinery, and 29 percent in miscellaneous mainufacturec, all of
which rely to a considerable extent on skilled and technical labor that is
relatively abunidant in Norway.

The results derived by the use of the direct method show the efTects of the
incentive system on export growth and on import substitution in Noreay.
Further interest attaches to the results derived by the total nmethol iliat !il
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reported in Table 4. The estimates show the contribution of changes in
input-output coefficients to the expansion of output. In turn, differences
between the total and the direct results for particular industries reflect the
extent of backward linkages (indirect effects).

Apart from the aberrant case of leather and leather products noted
earlier, there are few manufacturing industries where input-output coeffi-
cients would have declined in Norway. Increases in input-output -oefficients
were especially large for textiles, chemicals and chemical produ '-, non-
metallic mineral products and miscellaneous manufactures, ranging '0xi: t,een
37 and 45 percent of the increment in output as against 17 percent foi T 2
entire manufacturing sector. Among the other sectors, mining (32 percent)
and food, beverages, and tobacco (26 percent) showed relatively large
changes while the corresponding figures are 4 percent for agriculture and 3
percent for services.

Comparisons of the direct method and the total method results show the
indirect effects of exports to be small in manufacturinig, amounting to 26
percent of the direct effects while the corresponding ratios were 50 percent
in mining and 39 percent in food, beverages, and tobacco. Among individual
industries, backward linkages were the largest in wood and cork products,
paper and paper products, and printing and _olishing; these were low in
the basic metal industry; and practically nil in the tobacco industry.

Agriculture presents an interesting case as the direct contribution of
exports to output growth is -2 8 percent and their total contribution-
including the use of agricultural inputs in export production-37-0 percent.
Finally, while exports in the service sector are dominated by shipping,
backward linkages were by far the largest in electricity, gas, and water,
trade, and banking services.

Backward linkages in import substitution show a different pattern. In the
case of agriculture, the total contribution of import substitution is negative,
indicating that positive direct import substitution is more than offset by
increases in imported agricultural inputs. For mining, negative import sub-
stitution is smaller under the total than under the direct method while the
opposite conclusion applies to food, beverages, and tobacco and to manufac-
turing, where backward linkages amount to one-half and . ne-fifth of direct
(negative) import substitution, respectively. Finally, backward linkages much
exceed direct (negative) import substitution in the case of services.

VI

The interpretation of the results reported in this paper is rather
straightforward. The adoption of an outward-looking policy has led to
increases in both exports and imports in Norway, entailing the reallocation
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of resources according to comparative advantage among industries as well as
specialization within industries.

While the method applied does not permit us to gauge the extent to which
improved resource allocation has contributed to economic growth, the
historically high growth rates of incomes per head shown for the period
under study (3-3 percent a year) can be taken as an indication of the success
of the outward-looking policy. In this connection it is noteworthy that per
capita incomes grew more rapidly in the 1961-69 subperiod (4-0 percent)
when the establishment of the European Free Trade Association gave a
boost to exports, than between 1953 and 1961 (2-5 percent).

Comparisons with Japan offer further interest as the two countries are at
similar levels of industrial development. For the 1935-54 period, Chenery,
Shishido, and Watanabe show the contribution of exports to economic
growth to be negative and that of import substitution to be positive (1962, p.
112). These results are in sharp contrast with those obtained for Norway.

However, the Japanese results refer to a period encompassing the Sino-
Japanese war, the Second World War, and the postwar reconstruction when
import substitution was aiven impetus by high protection in the form of
tariffs and quantitative restrictions.'" In turn, following the liberalization of
trade, export expansion became a positive factor contributing to economic
growth in Japan while negative import substitution took place. This is shown
by results obtained for the period 1955-65 (Chenery and Wataniabe, 1976).
when Japan's GNP grew at an average annual rate of 9'2 percent, the rate
of growth of exports was 17 0 percent and that of imports 13-7 percent
(World Tables, 1976).

These trends continued during the 1965-73 period that was characterized
by the further liberalization of trade. During this period, Japan's gross
national product increased at an average annual rate of 105 percent while
the growth rates of exports and imports were 13 3 lpercent and 15 6 percent,
respectively. All in all, it would appear that the adoption of an outward-
looking policy importantly contributed to the high rate of economic growth
in Japan over the last two deradc..e.

Thus, the experience of Norvav and Japan during the period of import
liberali7atifon was not dissimilar, altlhough available data indicate that ex-
ports made a larger contribution to economic growth in Norway than in
Japan. These differences may have been due to factors such as the size of
the dlomestic market, rates of import protection, and Norway's free trade
arrangement .in mantifacturecl goods within EFTA.

The World Bank

s In this connection. note that due to war de1natationi, the loss of markets and the adverse
eflects of high protection. in 1 954 exports were lower in absolute terms than in 1935 (Chenery,
Shishido. and Watanabe. 1962, p. 111).
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APPENDIX

Jonathan Levy*

Formulas used under the total method

While the direct method treats intermnediate demand as an exogenous source of growth, total
method decompositions are based on the assumption that intermediate demand is endogenously
deternined by final demand (domestic and export) and imports. Under the total method
input-output matrices are used to trace back the total (direct plus indirect) intermediate input
requirements of a given vector of goods and services. The procedure will be illustrated by
reference to Model II in the main text of this paper.

AX = (I-- A)-l[(ADF -y,M,' + (E) + (yMF-AMF)-(An- AO)Xt +( A,-AO)X,] (Al)

In equation (Al) subscripts 0 and t represent initial and terminal time period, y, is the
first-year based growth rate of income (defined as (Y, - YV)1YO), A is the input-output matrix,
superscripts d and m refer to matrices of domestic and imported input coefficients, and MF is
imports for final demand. In the equation itself, all capital letters represent vectors or matrices.

The first three terms in parenthesis represent the direct effects of domestic final demand
expansion, export expansion, and import substitution in final products, respectively. Multiplying
these terms by the Leontief inverse formed by the domestic input-output coefficient matrix Ad
gives the total (direct plus indirect) effects of the expansion in domestic demand, exports, and
import substitution on the change in output.

The last but one tern represents the direct effects of changes in the imports of intermediate
goods. As in the case of the final import term, it enters with a negative sign. Multiplying this
term by the Leontief inverse gives the direct and indirect effects on intennediate goods
production associated with changes in intermediate import demand. The resulting estimates are
shown in the tables as import substitution contribution-intermediate demand.

The last term shows the direct effects of changes in domestic input-output coefficients.
Changes in total requirements are again obtained by multiplying the term by the Leontief
inverse. The estimates thus derived are shown in the tables under the heading "contribution of
changes in input-output coefficients".

The decomposition shown in equation (Al) is a Laspeyres formulation as year 0 base is used
for the input-output matrix as well as for the growth rate calculation. A symmetrical decompos-
ition using year t as the base will provide the Paasche formulation. This is shown in equation
(A2)

AX (I-Ad)l[(ADF -y M,)+ (AE)+ (y,Mg-AMF)-(At -Ao')X 0 + (At-A0 )X0 ] (A2)

The total method decompositions for Model I are obtained in the same way as for Model II,
except that the diagonal matrices of sectoral final demand growth rates GF and G, are
substituted for the growth rates of income y0 and y,. The decompositions for Model III, which is
based on the work of Chenery, Shishido, and Watanabe (1962) are provided below. All
comments made above on individual terms in the various equations for Model II also apply to
the equivalent terms in Model III. The equations for Model III are

Laspeyres version:

SX = (I-A o) '[8D F + SESM - (A "-A ) + (At -AO)X]; (A3)

where &X,= XiX(, yoX,o = AX, -Yo8 ;

* Jonathan Levy has recently accepted a position as Assistant Professor of Economics at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
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Paasche version:
* * * *
8X= (I-Ad)l[8DF +8E-8_W-- (At -A,-)X 0 +(A, -A,)X0 ]. (A4)

where SX= -iXi, + y ,t -AXi + yY,X
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